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About SHARE Oxford
SHARE Oxford aims to reduce waste and excess consumption through facilitating and encouraging
sharing in the community. On the practical level this means:
● having and loaning out useful items (‘Things’) at affordable rates, thereby helping people to buy less,
store less, have access to more, and waste less; and
● running regular Repair Cafés to encourage and enable people to extend the working life of objects
they own and use.
However, we have a wider vision, that is, to change individuals’ relationship with how they consume just
about everything. Ultimately, we seek to challenge people’s perceptions of ownership and our
relationship to the Earth’s resources, collaborate with like-minded people and groups, to inspire others
to undertake similar initiatives, and to be part of a progression towards a healthier economy and
society.
We’ll know we’re achieving this when the majority of people think “how can I share?” before buying or
“can I keep this thing going?” before disposing of something.
This reporting year started in lockdown. Over the
next four months the Library was closed and we had
no Repair Cafés. In mid-July we re-opened the
Library with new sanitised conditions but had to
check items in and out through the window or
across the doorstep, making communication with
users of the Library harder and less fluid. In midDecember we entered another period of lockdown
that took us until the end of this year. In September
and October we held two limited Repair Cafés
within the Covid regulations at the time.

At an online Annual General Meeting in May 2020 we finalised our incorporation as a Community
Interest Company (CIC) and elected a new Chair, and re-elected the Treasurer. We have had to hold our
monthly volunteer meetings online too.
In late 2019 we had been given a grant for business development by the Network for Social Change. The
work that was planned had scarcely started before it had to stop under lockdown. Some of the grant
remains to be spent.
The momentum around Library membership and borrowing dropped away with the lockdown but came
back once we re-opened. We had taken stock of how our members were using the Library; we saw that

a good proportion of people joined the Library but never borrowed from it, and that most borrowers –
with a few notable exceptions – borrowed once or maybe twice and then not again. As a result we
trialled a new type of automatically renewable membership. However, this proved both slightly
cumbersome administratively and had less take-up than we hoped. Towards the end of this year we
conducted a survey of members which showed us the great deal of goodwill of members towards
SHARE. The results of that survey have led us to return to Pay-As-You-Go.
At the start of this year the number of people who had registered as members had reached 620. At the
end of this year it had reached 786. We don’t know whether the relatively small increase is caused not
only by the Covid-related lockdowns but also by other factors. This now makes more acute the search
for ways to extend knowledge about the Library.

Loans
Loaning out items that would otherwise have been bought is core to our mission of reducing
unnecessary consumption. In our first year of operating, we completed 630 loans and in this short year
that number increased to 994. We continue to try to find ways to discover what factors we can adjust
that will make differences to this performance: our inventory, our prices, our location, our style,
publicity, etc.
Stop Press: we had our 1000th loan in late April.
Inventory
The inventory now has increased to some 600 items. This year a total of 144 items were borrowed at
least once (25% of the inventory). Of these, 53 items were each borrowed more than once, from among
DIY, gardening, fun and entertaining categories and more. 79 other items were each only borrowed
once. The dozen most popular items were borrowed a total of 121 times, at an approximate cost of
£1,268 to borrowers; the notional cost of buying those items would have been £15,985. We are linked in
to an effort to calculate approximate saving of carbon dioxide for items held by Libraries of Things and
Tool Libraries around the world, and hopefully next year we will be able to report on climate impact
rather than only notional monetary saving to borrowers, significant though that is.
Nearly all of our inventory was used before it was acquired by the Library. As we gain experience we
have started refusing to accept items that are not good enough or robust enough, and learned to know
or spot what those items are. While our intention on the one hand is to prevent usable items being
thrown away, it is also our intention to make serviceable items available to members.

Repair Cafés
The cafés bring together volunteer repairers who attempt to repair items brought in by guests.
Successful repairs can breathe new life into things; in this way we can help reduce waste and
consumption, and our carbon footprint, and save money. We found that the cafés create a buzz, with
guests meeting other locals over a tea and cake while waiting for their repair, a side of the cafés sadly
limited this year by social distancing. However attendees were still able to get actively involved in
watching and learning about the things they own.
After the first wave of the pandemic, once the world started to open up again, we pioneered a rather
different style of repair event: small-scale, socially distanced, by appointment only, mainly outdoors and
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concentrating on two repair categories with a limited number of repairers. We held two of these events
in September and October 2020 focusing on sharpening, bikes and electrical repairs: over the two
events we welcomed 38 guests altogether, including 11 bikes, 15 guests with items for sharpening and
12 guests with electrical items for repair. The service is free for everyone, though donations to SHARE
Oxford are encouraged. Even with such limited Repair Cafés this year, we were given £148.90 to support
the running costs of SHARE Oxford.
We plan is to hold an outdoor event in May and hope to be able to carry on running monthly small-scale
socially distanced events.

Spreading the word
Our experiments with ways of increasing our impact were constrained by lockdown, social distancing
etc, as for everyone. Raising awareness of SHARE Oxford, our Library of Things, and the regular Repair
Cafés, critical parts of our plan to become a mainstream part of the community and the first port of call
when people think they need something, was largely on hold this year.
Media: traditional & social
The big media exposure of the year was a slot on BBC’s
The One Show. We were aware of a variety of people
spotting SHARE on this well watched show and a few new
members as a result too. We had a great day working with
their team, our volunteers and some of our members too.
Social media & web presence
Our website www.shareoxford.org has around 1600 views per month and 650 visitors,
fluctuating mostly in line with our closure periods (and at the same time we weren't posting anything).
We are active on Facebook (shareoxfordLoT), Twitter (@shareoxford_lot and @RepairOxford) and
Instagram (@shareoxford and @repairoxford). We also have a Facebook group with over 540 members.
We promote our Repair Cafés, share key updates from the Library, and try to promote other local
groups and their events that align with our mission.
Facebook
1366 page likes
Twitter
598 followers
Instagram
853 followers
(As at 8th May 2021)

The coming year
2021 - 2022 will almost certainly see us move the Library to a new location, yet to be determined. This
will cost us money and time but is a huge opportunity too. We need more – and better – space, and the
move should enable us to extend our reach, especially if, as hoped, we can move to a location with
greater visibility. We hope to be able to serve more locations away from our base too. We will need
more volunteers, and will have to change some of the ways we operate for these new circumstances.
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We are in the process of forming a group of trustees to help guide and support SHARE, the next stage in
becoming a more established organisation. We hope to be able to appoint a (part-time) paid Project
Manager, especially for the Library; the Repair Cafés already function well with volunteers running
them.

Growing the movement
In October 2019 we participated in Sharefest 2019 with a mere 12 other Libraries of Things and Tool
Libraries around the UK. (We have seen the figure of 50 now operating in the UK.) Since then we have
been contacted by a large number of people from within Oxfordshire, within the UK, and as far away as
Argentina and Sweden, interested in our experience and in starting libraries themselves. Sharing our
knowledge and experience with others, as well as exchanging learning with others to improve SHARE
Oxford is key to growing the movement, locally within Oxfordshire, but also nationally and
internationally.
Stop Press: as this report was being finalised we have agreed the first twinning with a Library of Things in
another country. Brokered by one of our volunteers who comes from Sicily, we have twinned with Zero: la
biblioteca delle cose in Palermo in Sicily.
There have been opportunities to talk both with a considerable number of new aspiring Libraries and
also to continue to exchange ideas and information with some of the original Sharefest ones. And we
are part of an attempt to form a more formalised network of Libraries of Things and Tool Libraries, with
the potential, we believe, to leverage greater change.
Despite income from our operations being lower than last year because of the periods of lockdown, we
have a healthy bank balance as we received large (in our terms) grants through Oxford Council to
support us as a business while government made it impossible to operate. This will allow us to be a bit
less cautious in our approach, as is anyway appropriate given that we have, we feel, proven that SHARE
Oxford is viable and valued.

Other links
Utilising part of the grant we received last year from the Network for Social Change, a Business
Development Coordinator looked for us at some ways we might extend our network and activities
locally. Through her work we made an agreement for Brookes University staff to benefit from a special
deal and The Children’s Allotment too out an annual membership with free delivery.

Nuts and bolts
Finances
Total income 2020- 21 :
£9,333.56
Total expenditure 2020 – 21 : £9,223.31
Note : The Business Development grant received in the previous reporting year is not included as
income here, although the spend of some of it is included in the total expenditure figure. Thus the
apparently almost equal income and expenditure should be read with caution.
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As in our first year, the largest chunks of expenditure are for our rent, software and systems. This is
likely to be the pattern for the foreseeable future, apart from perhaps the costs of moving, which is
likely to happen in the next year.
We were pleased to receive a grant from
Summertown and St Margaret’s Neighbourhood
Forum for an electrically assisted cargo bike. This
is available to borrow and also for our own
deliveries and collections, alongside the older
cargo bike we had and the bike trailer.

Income by category 2020-21 (£)
1032.67

Brought forward from last year

3532.66

Loans/Memberships
Repair Café

148.90
2860.50

Donations
Grants
Miscellaneous

2500.00
291.50

Expenditure by category 2020 - 2021 (£)
Miscellaneous*

527.12

Business Development
Things

3,680.00
279.40

Infrastructure
System

3,301.88
969.53

Rent

* ‘Miscellaneous’ includes card charges, consumables and spares
Volunteers
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4,672.50

SHARE Oxford was founded by and is run through the power of a group of volunteers, with people
contributing what they can in terms of time and skills, and sharing with each other. Our volunteers are
encouraged to attend our monthly meetings and contribute to steering our activities. However we have
‘lost’ a number of key volunteers this year due to departures from Oxford to various locations, and to a
little flurry of babies who have taken the attention and time of their mothers away from SHARE.
Librarians of Things
Our Librarians are the volunteers who staff the Library during our two openings each week. They assist
our members in borrowing and returning items, keeping our inventory up to date, and generally keeping
a friendly buzz around the Library. Our librarians have spent over 700 volunteer hours working in our
Library of Things even in this interrupted year.
Repair Café Volunteers
We have 43 volunteer repairers, and 15 café support volunteers. Around 90 volunteer hours have been
spent in organising and running the two Repair Cafés we have been able to hold this year.
SHARE Oxford admin, promotion and publicity volunteers
Aside from the ‘customer-facing’ roles, we have volunteers who monitor our finances, manage the social
media, work on publicity materials and grant writing and a whole host of other things that are less
visible, but still critical to the running, viability, and success of SHARE Oxford. Over the period of this
report we have had eight of these volunteers, each giving different amounts of time based on their
interests, availability and roles.
And we have a Project Coordinator who also takes responsibility for the finances.
Taken as a whole, the number of volunteer hours over the year has been around 1,450. Even at around
the official minimum wage this is equivalent to over £12,000 worth of labour!

Community Action Groups (CAG) Oxfordshire
SHARE Oxford is a registered member of Community Action Groups (CAG) Oxfordshire through which we
have access to project support, training, and the ability to link up with other groups who have shared
interests.

Makespace Oxford
SHARE Oxford’s first physical ‘home’ has continued to be at Makespace, a converted building turned
community-led workspace between Jericho and Summertown in North Oxford, although in truth we
have outgrown it now.

Contact us
We want to encourage people in Oxford to learn more about SHARE Oxford, to suggest ways we might
extend or increase the impact of our activities, to link up with us, or to get involved. If you want to learn
more or get more involved, you can find us at:
www.shareoxford.org
libraryofthings@shareoxford.org and repaircafe@shareoxford.org
Physically we are at
1 Aristotle Lane, OX2 6TP, and welcome visitors (when not in lockdown).
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